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I AM STEM

Follows the entire problem-solving
process over 5 lessons
Aligns with grade-level
Science/Engineering or Math and
ELA standards and practices
Provides teacher-created lessons
Allows students to "see themselves
in STEM"
Includes a variety of read-aloud
books with links to YouTube for
easy virtual access

Digital Lesson Library
for grades PK-6

 

Craft materials like rubber bands,
popsicle sticks, string, felt, clay, etc
Household materials like spoons,cups, paper plates or bowls, foil,etc…

Recycled materials like boxes,plastic containers, paper towelrolls, plastic bottles, bags, etc...Glue or Tape and Scissors

Materials ListVariety of materials for buildingincluding but not limited to…

FREE WEBINARS

Solve problems in storybooks
Empower students to become proud problem solvers

Variety of story books - New lessons added periodically! 

An Engineering Lesson Library for PK-6 Educators
The STEM Education Center is offering several free 90 minute sessions that will

introduce the problem solving process, show you how to navigate the I am STEM
lesson library and allow you to briefly explore grade level lessons with colleagues. 

Scan the QR code above to visit our website and REGISTER NOW

https://www.wpi.edu/academics/stem-education-center/professional-development/at-wpi


MATH - Recognize and draw shapes
having specified attributes
Partition circles and rectangles into two,
three, or four equal shares & describe the
shares 
Recognize that equal shares of identical
wholes need not have the same shape.
S/E - Analyze data from tests of two
objects designed to solve the same design
problem 
ELA - Use the information gained from the
illustrations and words in a print or digital
text to demonstrate an understanding of
its characters, setting, or plot

Learning Targets

The room must be circular. 

One ¼ of the room should

be the staircase. 

The baby’s part should not

be more than ¼ of the

room
Baby’s items include a bed,

dresser and chair, all made

up of different shapes

Criteria & constraints: 

2
Grade

EXAMPLE Help the  family by designing a circular
room to accommodate their new baby.

Problem Solving Poster
provided!

For more information, visit our website
(wpi.edu/+PD) or contact 

Donna Taylor at dltaylor@wpi.edu

https://www.wpi.edu/academics/stem-education-center
http://wpi.edu/+PD
mailto:dltaylor@wpi.edu

